
Villa Brickstone
OPATIJA



Villa Brickstone

LIVING AREA

400 m2
PLOT SIZE

980 m2
PRICE

UPON REQUEST

BATHROOMS

8
ROOMS

5

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated



A VILLA WITH BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF KVARNER BAY
Villa Brickstone, only 50 meters away from the sea, with a beautiful view of Kvarner, built in the characteristic colours of brick and stone, is situated in

famous touristic place Moščenička draga only a walk away from the most beautiful beach St. John. Villa Brickstone has a beautiful garden and horticulture
that is decorated with a fountain with waterfall and a shade to enjoy nature. Villa Brickstone consists of a basement (where there is a tavern and a wine

cellar), the first floor with living room, kitchen and a bedroom with a private bathroom for guests. Calming view of the sea offers true pleasures of
Mediterranean. Also on the ground floor there is the indoor pool illuminated, heated and equipped with a shower bathroom. On the first floor, there are

master bedroom and bathroom equipped with jacuzzi massage shower and a private terrace which provides a soothing view of the Kvarner and the islands.
Next to the master bedroom, there are two more bedrooms. In the attic of the property, there is a playroom for children, and the property also has an

additional apartment with living room, bathroom, and bedroom. Villa Brickstone is decorated with unique handmade furniture, and the bedrooms which have
specific leather floors, while the Aris wood carpentry contributes to the Mediterranean design. Villa Brickstone is built in 2012, equipped with alarm system,
and the outdoor space equipped with two locations for a grill, children’s park and irrigation. Villa Brickstone is only 50 meters from the sea, located in the
historical tourist resort Moščenička draga, only an hour away from the Pula and Trieste airports, and half an hour away from the Rijeka airport. The sea is
present in each room, and the long seafront promenade of historical villas offers the opportunity to enjoy both summer and winter and is great for sports,

cycling or just for a relaxing walking in the sunset.

AMENITIES
Seaview  Pool  Parking  Furnished  Terrace  Balcony






